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A Little Recent History
• Europa has long been a priority target for planetary science and NASA
has continuously studied various Europa flagship mission concepts since
2007
– The most detailed study in recent years produced the Jupiter Europa Orbiter
(JEO) flagship concept providing comprehensive exploration of the entire
Jupiter system

• JEO was presented to the NRC Decadal Survey (DS) for its consideration
– The NRC DS ranked JEO as the “second highest priority Flagship mission”
based on “pragmatic reasons associated with the spending profiles.”
– With a NRC DS cost estimate of $4.7B (FY15), the NRC DS concluded
JEO’s “cost as currently designed is so high that both a decrease in mission
scope and an increase in NASA’s planetary budget are necessary to make it
affordable.”
– NRC DS recommended that “NASA should immediately undertake an effort
to find major cost reductions for JEO, with the goal of minimizing the size of
the budget increase necessary to enable the mission.”
– NRC DS also insisted that study results undergo independent review
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Science Goal, Habitability Themes,
and Objectives
• Goal: Explore Europa to investigate its
habitability
• Habitability Themes:
– Water: Solvent to facilitate chemical reactions
– Chemistry: Constituents to build organic
molecules
– Energy: Chemical disequilibrium for metabolism
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• Objectives:
– Ocean: Existence, extent, and salinity
– Ice Shell: Existence and nature of water within
or beneath, and nature of surface-ice-ocean
exchange
– Composition: Distribution and chemistry of key
compounds and the links to ocean composition
– Geology: Characteristics and formation of
surface features, including sites of recent or
current activity
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Very Recent History - The Europa Trio
• The past year has been spent executing the recommendation from the Decadal Survey
– The highly capable but complex JEO concept was split into three far
simpler elements
– These three mission concepts were independent, stand alone
missions each with its own meritorious science

• The purpose of this effort was to define and validate a set of
minimum concepts that demonstrate missions exist at the
lower end of the cost spectrum that still provide significant
science return
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The Most Recent History: Enhanced
Duo
• After the trio report was submitted in May 2012 NASA
tasked the study team to examine expanding the science
scope for the flyby and orbiter while maintaining cost of
$2B (FY15, no LV) cost.
– Specifically, for the flyby investigate the ability to improve the
Ocean science objectives, and for the orbiter investigate the
ability to address Ice Shell, Composition and/or Geology science
objectives
– Also needed to include a reconnaissance capability for potential
future Europa landers

Explore Europa to investigate its habitability
Ocean
Ice Shell
Composition
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Where we are today: Europa Clipper
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Clipper Operations: Simple and
Repetitive
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Planetary Protection
• The Europa Planetary Protection baseline plan remains
extended duration Dry Heat Microbial Reduction (DHMR)
at the system level
• However, this baseline plan remains under evaluation as
the study considers:
– The probability of impact with Europa through time vs. the
expected sterilization before impact and the effect on allowable
launch bioburden
– Availability of components compatible with DHMR
– Availability of system-level sterilization facilities
– Status of NRC 2012 study planetary protection recommendations
– Etc.
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NRC 2012 Planetary Protection Report
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